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common lands.    The Chartists clung to the belief that
if the world was left to work upon its own natural laws
all would be well.    But the world had not been left
alone :  positive law had been grafted on to natural law ;
and the result was tyranny, chaos, and corruption.    The
obvious remedy was the seizure of political power in
order to  make  positive law not the  contradiction of
natural law, but its interpreter and complement.    The
Chartists desired to make Parliament serviceable to the
people, since the Reform Bill of 1832 had proved to be
barren of utility.    They imagined that, by gaining the
six points of Universal Suffrage, Equal Electoral Dis-
tricts, Abolition of Property Qualifications for candidates.
Annual Parliaments, Vote by Ballot, and Payment of
Members, they could make the  Legislature a potent
weapon to strike down the usurping oligarchy.    It was
a question of clearing the old way, not a question of
constructing a new one.    Humanity, which had all the
natural elements  of  goodness,  had  become  somehow
bad :   the cause of this fall was not theological, but
social:  it was the domination of a class.     As one studies
the Chartist propaganda one's mind runs naturally back
to the middle of the seventeenth century, to Lilburne
with his Levellers,  and Winstanley with his Diggers.
Both the latter had urged this same point about usurpa-
tion, and had incited the people to regain their stolen
rights.    The seventeenth-century men attributed ' the
fall * to the Norman invasion of England ;  the Chartists
did not make a similar attempt at precision.    But the
gospel is  the  same.    The  Chartists,   of  course,  were
practical  politicians   and   men  of   action ;    but  their
philosophy, when  analysed,  shows  a complete break
with  Benthamism.    Bentham was urgent  for  Parlia-
mentary Reform, but he would have had no sympathy
with the Chartist state of mind.    For he was always
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